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ABSTRACT This paper studies a new amplify-and-forward cooperative overlay cognitive radio (CR)
non-orthogonal multiple access (AFCO-NOMA) system, where a primary network shares its license spec-
trum with a secondary network by using NOMA principles. An approximate closed-form expression for the
outage probability of the proposed system is analyzed. Asymptotic expressions for the outage probability in
high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime of both secondary and primary destinations are derived assuming
channel estimation error (CEE) and imperfect successive interference cancellation (SIC). Further, the optimal
power allocation coefficients to maximize the system throughput for different target rates are determined
to ensure priority to the primary user. The diversity order at the primary and secondary destinations are
also derived. Moreover, the AFCO-NOMA system is compared with the OMA-based cooperative overlay
system in terms of outage probability. The paper also studies the impact of various parameters such as power
allocation coefficients, CEE, and detection threshold, on the outage performance of the proposed system.
Monte Carlo simulations are used to confirm the correctness of the derived analytical results.

INDEX TERMS Non-orthogonal multiple access, successive interference cancellation, cooperative relaying,
cognitive radio, outage probability, Rayleigh fading channel.

I. INTRODUCTION
Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) has been identified
as a key multiple access technology for efficient utilization
of spectrum resources in the fifth-generation (5G) mobile
networks [1]–[3]. NOMA principle allows the power domain
multiplexing of the signals from multiple users within the
same time/frequency block. At the destination, multi-user
detection is employed, where the signal with the highest
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is decoded first by considering
other user’s signals as interference. Then the successive inter-
ference cancellation (SIC) [4] is performed to detect the
successive signals.

Increasing interests have been shown in integrating
cooperative relaying with NOMA [5] owing to the former’s
capabilities to improve reliability, network coverage, and
achievable rate of mobile networks. Particularly in [6],
a cooperative relaying system using NOMA (CRS-NOMA)
has been proposed, where multiplexed symbols are trans-
mitted and received in two-time phases using NOMA and
a transceiver works as a relay to improve the performance.
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A NOMA-based downlink cooperative relay system was
investigated in [7], where a base station communicates
with two users simultaneously through a half-duplex (HD)
amplify-and-forward (AF) relay employing the NOMA prin-
ciple. In [8], a cooperative NOMA system was analyzed,
where a near user works as a decode-and-forward (DF) relay
that switches between full-duplex (FD) and HD modes to
assist a far user. However, in [9], the performance of a NOMA
based CRS was studied, where two sources transmit symbols
to their corresponding destinations over the same frequency
band simultaneously with the help of an AF relay. In [10],
a NOMA system with a relaying concept has been proposed,
in which the multiplexed symbols received in the consecutive
time phases over the direct and through relay link are decoded
at the destination using maximum-ratio-combining (MRC).
A NOMA based system with an AF dedicated relay has
been proposed in [11], where both MRC diversity and SIC
schemes were applied twice at the destination to decode both
the symbols.

In addition, cognitive radio (CR) technology may further
improve the spectrum efficiency of NOMA networks. The
possibility of a combination of CR with NOMA in different
models is proposed in [12], where the two CR paradigm,
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namely, the underlay and overlay have been integrated with
NOMA. Authors in [13] proposed and analyzed a cooper-
ative relaying scheme for underlay CR networks based on
NOMA principles, where a secondary base station transmits
a power domain NOMA signal to secondary users satisfying
the interference constraints of the primary network. In [14],
the application of NOMA in cooperative underlay CR net-
works with simultaneous wireless information and power
transfer (SWIPT)was studied, where the relay harvests power
from the secondary network with a power splitting scheme,
while fixed power allocation is used for the NOMA principle.
An AF relaying based underlay CR-NOMA network was
proposed and analyzed in [15].

Compared with traditional NOMA networks, underlay
NOMA networks face challenges of more strict interfer-
ence management [13]–[15], [23], [24]. However, in overlay
NOMA networks a secondary network helps forward a pri-
mary’s signal to a primary destination, and simultaneously
sends its own signal by using NOMA principles. There-
fore, a trade-off between spectrum-efficiency and reception
reliability can be achieved using overlay NOMA systems.
Overlay CR networks employing NOMA have been analyzed
in [16]–[21], [25]. Specifically, an overlay CR network with
NOMA is proposed in [16], where the secondary network
worked as a relay for the primary network in lieu of accessing
the primary’s licensed spectrum. In [17], the best secondary
relay is selected from multiple relays to forward the primary
network’s symbols. Furthermore, in [18], FD relay is used in
place of HD relay used in [16]. The authors in [19] analyzed
an overlay CR in a satellite communication system with the
assistance of the NOMA approach. However, the model pro-
posed in [19] considers only one primary destination without
direct satellite and ground station link. An overlay cognitive
satellite-terrestrial network is proposed [20], where a primary
satellite source serves its multiple terrestrial destinations and
a secondary source-destination pair on the ground, while the
secondary source assists the primary communication through
cooperative relaying technique. In [21], a NOMA assisted
overlay spectrum sharing framework for multi user CR net-
works is analyzed, where a secondary source is used in for-
warding the primary’s symbol and convey its own symbol as
well by applying the NOMA principle.

The studies in [6]–[21] assume perfect knowledge of
channel state information (CSI) and perfect SIC. However,
channel estimation errors (CEEs) are inevitable in practice.
In [22], a cooperative NOMA system is analyzed under
imperfect CSI and SIC, in which the near user is directly
connected with the base station, while the far user requires a
dedicated relay. The outage performance of a downlink coop-
erative underlay NOMA system with imperfect CSI has been
analyzed in [23] and the same system with imperfect SIC
was analyzed in [24]. The outage probability of an overlay
cognitive radio system assisted by NOMA with imperfect
SIC is investigated in [25]. However, to the best of our
knowledge, NOMA-based cooperative overlay CR network
with imperfect CSI has not been analyzed yet.

In this paper, we analyze an AF cooperative overlay
NOMA (AFCO-NOMA) system, where a secondary network
helps in relaying the primary source’s signal in exchange
for spectrum access to transmit its own signal by using
the NOMA principles. Specifically, in the first time phase,
the primary source sends its symbol to the primary destination
with full power. The signal is also received by the dedicated
secondary relay and the secondary destination. In the second
time phase, the secondary relay amplifies and forwards the
primary’s symbol and the secondary source transmit its own
signal according to power allocation coefficient defined by
the primary destination. The primary destination receives its
symbol in both time phases, therefore, it decodes its sym-
bol by considering the secondary’s symbol as noise using
MRC. At the secondary destination, primary’s symbol is first
decoded using MRC, and then SIC is employed to decode
its own signal. Further, we analyze the outage probability
of both the primary and secondary networks under CEE
and imperfect SIC. The performance of the proposed system
is compared with the closely related work in [25], where
a secondary source acts as a relay that helps primary in
forwarding its symbols and outage probability is evaluated
under perfect CSI and imperfect SIC. Different from the
system model in [25], the proposed system model considers
a dedicated secondary AF relay owing to that the interference
created by secondary source while decoding the primary’s
symbol at the primary destination is relatively less. Moreover,
the work in [25] analyzes the outage performance considering
perfect CSI, however, the proposed work studies the outage
performance under both the imperfect CSI due to CEE and
imperfect SIC. Further, the performance of AFCO-NOMA
system is compared with that of an OMA-based cooperative
overlay network. Specifically, the principal contributions of
this paper are as follows.

1) We investigate the outage probability of an
AFCO-NOMA system assuming imperfect knowl-
edge of CSI at the relay and the destinations and
imperfect implementation of SIC at the secondary
destination.

2) The approximate closed-form expressions of the out-
age probabilities for both the primary and secondary
symbols are derived and analyzed. In addition, asymp-
totic outage probability analysis is carried out in
high SNR regime. The results show that the outage
probability exists an error floor due to the existence
of CEEs.

3) The system throughput of the AFCO-NOMA system is
analyzed and optimal power allocation coefficients are
derived to maximize the throughput.

4) The performance ofAFCO-NOMAsystem is compared
with that of an OMA-based cooperative overlay
network and with the work proposed in [25].

5) The numerical results and the Monte Carlo simulations
are performed and the impact of CEEs, power alloca-
tion coefficients, and detection threshold on the outage
probability is studied.
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TABLE 1. List of symbols, notations, and abbreviations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Signal and
system model of the proposed AFCO-NOMA scheme is pre-
sented in section II. Analytical expressions for the outage
probabilities and system throughput are derived and analyzed
in section III. Performance analysis of OMA based coopera-
tive overlay system is represented in section IV. In section V,
numerical results are discussed, and finally, the conclusions
are drawn in section VI. For the convenience of the reader,
the symbols, notations, and abbreviations used in the paper
are summarized in Table 1.

II. SIGNAL AND SYSTEM MODEL
In this paper, we consider an AFCO-NOMA system con-
sisting of a primary source P, a primary destination DP,
a secondary source S, an amplify-and-forward relay R, and
a secondary destination DS , as shown in Fig. 1. Each node
operates in a half-duplex mode and is provided with a single
antenna. We assume that the direct links, P−DP and S−DS ,
also exist, which are considered to be weak.

FIGURE 1. System model of AFCO-NOMA.

Let hij = gijd
−τ/2
ij is the channel coefficient between nodes

i and j, i 6= j, i ∈ {P,R, S}, j ∈ {DP,R,DS}, where gij ∼
CN (0, 1) with CN (m, υ) is the complex Gaussian distribu-
tion with meanm and variance υ; dij is the Euclidean distance
between i and j; and τ is the path-loss exponent. Suppose
ĥij be the estimate of the actual channel hij. In the proposed
model, only DP requires the CSI of the link between P−DP
in order to decode the primary’s symbol in the second time
phase using MRC diversity, which can be estimated by send-
ing a pilot signal from P. However, CSI of the primary net-
work is not required at R as it works in the AF mode and does
not decode any signals. Assuming imperfect CSI and mini-
mum mean square error (MMSE) estimation, hij is modeled
as in [23], [26], and references therein, and written as

hij = ĥij + h̃ij, (1)

where h̃ij represents the estimation error, which is typically
modeled as h̃ij ∼ CN (0, σ 2

ij ). It may be noted that ĥij and
h̃ij are independent, if ĥij is the MMSE estimation of hij
[27]. Thus, the channel estimate ĥij is a zero-mean complex
Gaussian distribution with variance8ij= d

−τ
ij −σ

2
ij , i.e., ĥij ∼

CN (0, 8ij). It may be noted that two different channel esti-
mation models have been considered in the literature. In the
first model [22], [23], the variance of channel estimation
error, σ 2

ij , is assumed a fixed constant and independent of
the transmit SNR. In the second model [28]–[30], σ 2

ij is a
function of the transmit SNR and is modelled as σ 2

ij = d−τij /
(1+ρδd−τij ) where ρ is the channel estimation quality param-
eter that indicates the power consumption of the training pilot
to obtain CSI; d−τij is the variance of the channel coefficient;
and δ is the transmit SNR. However, for the ease of analysis,
σ 2
ij is considered a fixed constant in this paper.
Further, the parameter σ 2

ij indicates the quality of the chan-
nel estimation. Due to the large distance between P and DP
as compared to than that between P and R and between R
and DP, it is assumed that 8PDP ≤ 8PR and 8PDP ≤

8RDP . Moreover, it is also assumed that R has better channel
conditions with all the nodes and it is designed to estimate
the channel more accurately by averaging lots of transmitted
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pilot signals. Therefore, in the proposed system model, it is
assumed that σ 2

PR = σ
2
RDP = σ

2
RDS ≈ 0.

Since |ĥij| is Rayleigh distributed, |ĥij|2 has an exponen-
tial distribution. The probability density function (PDF) and
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of |ĥij|2 are given as

f
|ĥij|2

(z) =
1
8ij

exp (−
z
8ij

) and (2)

F
|ĥij|2

(z) = 1− exp (−
z
8ij

), (3)

respectively, where 8ij = E[|ĥij|2].
In the first time phase,P broadcasts the information symbol

xp with E[|xp|2] = 1. The signal received at node R may be
expressed as

y1R = ĥPR
√
Ppxp + ηR, (4)

where Pp is the transmit power at P; ηR is the additive white
noise with CN (0, σ 2) at R; and superscript 1 on yR indicates
the first time phase. Similarly, the signal received at node
k, k ∈ {DP,DS} is written as

y1k = (ĥPk + h̃Pk )
√
Ppxp + ηk , (5)

where ηk is the additive white noise at node k with
CN (0, σ 2). The received signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio (SINR) for xp at nodes R and k, k ∈ {DP,DS} in the
first time phase are expressed as

γ 1
R,xp = δp|ĥPR|

2 and (6)

γ 1
k,xp =

δp|ĥPk |2

δpσ
2
Pk + 1

, (7)

respectively, where δp , Pp/σ 2 represents the transmit SNR
at P. In the second time phase, R multiplies the received

signal, y1R with an amplification factor, G =
√

a1Ps
Pp|ĥPR|2+σ 2

.

The R and S simultaneously transmit the signals xR = Gy1R
and xs, respectively, where E[|xs|2] = 1. The received signal
at node k, k ∈ {DP,DS} is given by

y2k = ĥRkGy1R + (ĥSk + h̃Sk )
√
a2Psxs + ηk , (8)

where Ps is the transmit power at R and S; a1 and a2 are
the power allocation coefficients at R and S, respectively,
such that a1 > a2 and a1 + a2 = 1; and superscript 2
on yk indicates the second time phase. As per the controlled
transmit power concept in uplink NOMA [31], DP calculates
the power allocation coefficients a1 and a2 on the basis of CSI
and shares the coefficients with R and S through a feedback
channel.

At DP, MRC is employed to decode the symbol xp without
implementing the SIC. Therefore, the SINR for symbol xp at
DP in the second time phase can be given as

γ 2
DP,xp = γ

1
DP,xp

+
δpG2
|ĥPR|2|ĥRDP |

2

G2|ĥRDP |2 + a2δs|ĥSDP |2 + a2δsσ
2
SDP + 1

. (9)

However, DS first decode the signal xp using the MRC fol-
lowed by decoding of xs using the SIC. Therefore, the SINR
for symbol xp and xs at DS in the second time phase can be
expressed, respectively, as

γ 2
DS ,xp = γ

1
DS ,xp

+
δpG2
|ĥPR|2|ĥRDS |

2

G2|ĥRDS |2 + a2δs|ĥSDS |2 + a2δsσ
2
SDS + 1

(10)

and

γ 2
DS ,xs =

a2δs|ĥSDS |
2

a1ξDS δs|ĥRDS |2 + a2δsσ
2
SDS + 1

, (11)

where the parameter ξDS , 0 ≤ ξDS ≤ 1, represents the level of
residual interference due to imperfect SIC atDS . Particularly,
ξDS = 0 represents that SIC is perfect and no part of the high
SNR symbol is remaining in the multiplexed NOMA signal
after applying SIC; ξDS = 1 represents the case with no SIC
and 0 < ξDS < 1 means ξDS fraction of the high SNR symbol
is remaining in the multiplexed NOMA signal after applying
the SIC (i.e., SIC is imperfect).

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF AFCO-NOMA SYSTEM
In this section, the outage probability and system throughput
analysis of the AFCO-NOMA system is performed.
Definition:Outage probability is defined as the probability

that the received SINR (γ ) at the destination is less than some
preset threshold (γth), i.e., Pout = Pr(γ ≤ γth).

A. OUTAGE ANALYSIS AT DP FOR THE SYMBOL xp

Theorem 1: The approximate outage probability for xp at
DP, when MRC is employed, is expressed as

Poutxp ≈

[(
1
δs
+
a18RDP

δp8PR

)(a2δsσ 2
SDP + 1

a28SDP

)
+ 1

]

×

[
δpσ

2
PDP + 1

δp8PDP

][
a18RDP

a28SDP

× ln

(
a18RDP

a18RDP + a2γth,xp8SDP

)
+ γth,xp

]
, (12)

where γth,xp is the detection threshold for xp. However,
γth,xp = 22Rp − 1, where Rp is the target rate of the primary
source.

Proof: Please refer to Appendix A.
By observing the expression of Poutxp , it may be noted that

the outage probability of xp does not depend on ξDS because
SIC is not performed at R and DP.

B. OUTAGE ANALYSIS AT DS FOR THE SYMBOL xs

The symbol xs is decoded at DS after successful decoding of
the signal fromR using SIC. Therefore, the outage probability
for xs at DS , is expressed as

Poutxs = 1− Pr(γ 2
DS ,xp > γth,xp )︸ ︷︷ ︸

P1

×Pr(γ 2
DS ,xs > γth,xs )︸ ︷︷ ︸

P2

, (13)
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where γth,xs is the detection threshold for xs. However,
γth,xs = 22Rs − 1, where Rs is the target rate of the secondary
source. Similar to the analysis in Appendix A, the expressions
of P1 can be written as

P1 ≈

[(
1
δs
+
a18RDS

δp8PR

)(a2δsσ 2
SDS + 1

a28SDS

)
+ 1

]

×

[
δpσ

2
PDS + 1

δp8PDS

]{
a18RDS

a28SDS

× ln

(
a18RDS

a18RDS + a2γth,xp8SDS

)
+ γth,xp

}
. (14)

Also, P2 is represented as

P2 =
a28SDS

a28SDS + a1ξDSγth,xs8RDS

× exp

(
−
γth,xs (a2δsσ

2
SDS + 1)

a2δs8SDS

)
. (15)

Please refer to Appendix B for detailed derivation of (15).
Now substituting the values of P1 from (14) and P2 from (15)
into (13), we get Poutxs . It may be noted that the imperfect SIC
parameter ξDS has an impact on the outage probability of xs.
Lemma 1: At high SNR, the outage probabilities of xp and

xs are approximated, respectively, as
• Case 1: Perfect CSI (i.e., σ 2

ij = 0)

Pout,∞xp '

[(
1

a1δs8RDP
+

1
δp8PR

)][ γ 2
th,xp

2δp8PDP

]
and

(16)

Pout,∞xs '

{
γth,xs

a28SDS + a1ξDSγth,xs8RDS

×

(
a1ξDS8RDS +

1
δs

)}
. (17)

• Case 2: Imperfect CSI

Pout,∞xp '

[(
a2σ 2

SDP

a18RDP
+
a2σ 2

SDP

8PR

)][
γ 2
th,xpσ

2
PDP

28PDP

]
and

(18)

Pout,∞xs '

γth,xs
(
a1ξDS8RDS + a2σ

2
SDS

)
a28SDS + a1ξDSγth,xs8RDS

 . (19)

Proof:When δp → ∞, the interference created by sec-
ondary network can be ignored. Further, at high SNR regime
DS can decode the signal fromR successfully. Therefore, with
this assumption, we can consider P1 = 1. Also, exp(−x) is
approximated as 1 − x, when x → 0 and (δ + 1) ≈ δ, when
δ→∞.
Remark 1: Lemma 1 provides some insights on the derived

analytical results. The effect of channel fading parameters,
CEEs, and power allocation coefficients is evident on the
asymptotic outage probability of the considered system.
When the CEEs are zero, the asymptotic outage probability
decreases with the increase in SNR. However, the presence

of CEEs due to imperfect CSI has a detrimental effect on the
outage performance of xp, due to which, the outage prob-
ability tends to be constant with increasing transmit SNR.
Hence, an error floor appears in the outage probability due to
the presence of CEEs even though the transmit SNR is high.
Moreover, imperfect SIC has no effect on the outage perfor-
mance of xp, as it is detected before SIC is implemented.
It may be further noted that, in addition to the effect of CEEs,
imperfect SIC also affects the outage performance of xs.
Owing to both the CEEs and imperfect SIC, the outage prob-
ability of xs also shows an error floor in high SNR regime.
Moreover, due to imperfect CSI, the high SNR expressions
provide the fixed values of the asymptotic outage probability
which gives the lower limit of the outage probability under a
particular set of parameters.
Lemma 2: Diversity order in terms of outage probability in

high SNR regime is defined as

div = lim
δ→∞

− logPout

log(δ)
. (20)

Remark 2: Substituting (16) and (17) into (20), we obtain
the diversity order for xp as 2 and for xs as 1 under perfect
CSI condition. Therefore, in our proposed scheme diversity
order of 2 is achieved for primary network when δp → ∞.
However, substituting (18) and (19) into (20), we obtain the
diversity order for both xp and xs as 0. Therefore, an error
floor occurs under imperfect CSI conditions when δp → ∞
and δs→∞.

C. SYSTEM THROUGHPUT AT HIGH SNR REGIME
In this section, the system throughput at high transmit SNR
is analyzed. Suppose P and S transmit information at con-
stant rates Rp and Rs, respectively. However, these rates
are subjected to the effect of outage owing to the fading
channels. Thus, the throughput of primary network can be
defined as the product of the fixed rate and the probability of
successful transmission, i.e., STP = (1− Poutxp )Rp. Similarly,
the throughput of the secondary network can be given by
STS = (1−Poutxs )Rs. In this work, our focus is on the through-
put of the entire system, therefore, the system throughput of
the AFCO-NOMA system is defined as

ST = STP + STS
= (1− Poutxp )Rp + (1− Poutxs )Rs, (21)

where Rp = 1
2 log2(1 + γth,xp ) and Rs =

1
2 log2(1 + γth,xs )

denote the fixed rates in bps/Hz for xp and xs, respectively.
SubstitutingPoutxp from (12) andPoutxs from (13), we get the sys-
tem throughput of our proposed AFCO-NOMA scheme. Fur-
ther, at high SNR regime, we aim to determine optimal power
allocation coefficients to maximize the system throughput,
i.e., maximize ST , s.t. a1 + a2 = 1 and a1 > a2. According
to the asymptotic analysis in Lemma 1, we conclude that ST
attains the maximum value when a1

a2
≈

γth,xp
γth,xs

in the high SNR
regime (please refer to Appendix C for proof). Therefore,
we obtain the optimal power allocation coefficients at R and
S as a1 ≈

γth,xp
γth,xp+γth,xs

and a2 ≈
γth,xs

γth,xp+γth,xs
, respectively. It is
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evident that more power needs to be allocated at R to achieve
high Rp at DP.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF OMA-BASED
COOPERATIVE OVERLAY SYSTEM
In this section, the OMA-based cooperative overlay scheme
for CR networks is discussed. We assume that the overlay
OMA transmission frame is separated into three time-phases
[25]. During the first time phase, xp is transmitted by P; dur-
ing the second time phase, R forwards xp after amplification
to DP; As a reward, S can transmit its own signal xs during
the third time phase. The outage probabilities for symbol xp
and xs in OMA-based cooperative overlay network are given,
respectively, as

Pout(OMA)xp = Pr
(
δp|ĥPDP |

2

δpσ
2
PDP + 1

+
δpδs|ĥPR|2|ĥRDP |

2

δp|ĥPR|2 + δsĥRDP |2 + 1
≤ γOMAth,xp

)
and (22)

Pout(OMA)xs = Pr
(
δs|ĥSDS |

2

δsσ
2
SDS + 1

≤ γOMAth,xs

)
, (23)

where, γOMAth,xp = 23Rp−1 and γOMAth,xs = 23Rs−1. Following the
steps similar to Section III, the closed form expressions for
the outage probabilities of xp and xs are derived, respectively,
as

Pout(OMA)xp ≈
δpσ

2
PDP + 1

δp8PDP

( γOMAth,xp

δp8PR
+

γOMAth,xp

δs8RDP

)γOMAth,xp

2
(24)

and

Pout(OMA)xs = 1− exp
(
γOMAth,xs (δsσSDS + 1)

δs8SDS

)
. (25)

For the sake of conciseness, derivation of (24) and (25) are
omitted in this paper. These results can be used as benchmarks
to compare with the AFCO-NOMA network.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
This section presents numerical results and Monte Carlo
simulations to validate the analytical expressions derived in
this paper. The Monte Carlo simulation results are averaged
over 106 independent realizations of Rayleigh fading chan-
nels. The parameters used in the simulations are as follows:
dPDP = dSDS = d , dRDS = 0.5 d , dPR = dRDP = 0.75d and
dSDP = 1.2d ; without loss of generality, we assume d to be
unity, τ = 3; a1 = 0.7; γth,xp = γth,xs = 1; δp = δs = δ;
ξDS = ξ ; and σ

2
PDP = σ

2
SDP = σ

2
PDS = σ

2
SDS = σ

2
h .

Fig. 2 shows the outage probability results for xp and xs for
both the imperfect CSI and imperfect SIC conditions. The
asymptotic outage probability for xp and xs are also plotted
for high SNR regime. In addition, the outage performance of
the proposed model is compared with the outage probability
of xp without CR technique and the one presented in [25].
It may be noted from Fig. 2 that the proposed model provides
better outage performance for xp as compared to that in
[25] and without the CR technique for both the perfect and

FIGURE 2. Outage probability versus transmit SNR for xp and xs; a1 = 0.7.

imperfect cases. The reason is twofold, first, R has bet-
ter channel condition with all other nodes in the proposed
model, and second, xs causes relatively high interference
while decoding xp at DP in the second time phase in [25].
Moreover, the outage performance of xp outperforms that of
xs for all values of the transmit SNR, this is due to the fact that
xp is allocated more power than xs in the second time phase.
Furthermore, it may be observed that the outage probability
of xs in our proposed model is less in comparison with the
model in [25]. This is because, in [25], if the secondary source
fails to decode the primary’s symbol in the first time phase
then it will remain silent in the second time phase. However,
in our model R is working in AF mode, therefore, S will
always transmit xs with power a2Ps. In addition, as expected,
the presence of CEEs and imperfect SIC deteriorates the
performance of both the primary and secondary systems.
In the high SNR region, the error floor may also be observed.
It may further be noticed that the analytical results perfectly
match with the Monte Carlo simulations.

Fig. 3 shows the outage probability results of xp and xs as
a function of the power allocation coefficients at S and R for
δ = 25 dB and δ = 35 dB. It may be noted that the outage
probability of xp is the highest and that of xs is the lowest at
a1 = 0. This happens because R is inactive in this case and
only the direct P−DP link is available for transmission of xp,
while only S −DS link is available for the transmission of xs
at full power. However, as a1 increases, the outage probability
of xp improves while that of xs decreases. The reason is
that the end-to-end link through R now becomes active with
increasing power allocation for xp at R and decreasing power
allocation for xs at S. Moreover, for a1 = 1, the outage
probability of xp is the minimum and that of xs is 1. This
is because, in this case, S is not transmitting any signal.
It may further be observed that by carefully selecting the
value of a1 either better outage probability performance may
be ensured to the primary or the outage probability fairness
may be guaranteed to both the primary and secondary users.
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FIGURE 3. Outage probability versus power allocation coefficients for xp
and xs.

FIGURE 4. System throughput versus power allocation coefficients;
σh = 0.005; ξ = 0.01; Rs = 0.5; and a1 = 0.9.

Fig. 4 shows the system throughput versus the transmit
SNR for different target data rates at Dp under imperfect CSI
and SIC conditions. It may be noted that the system through-
put saturates at the higher values of transmit SNRs. Further-
more, the throughput of the proposed scheme tends to achieve
the sum of Rp and Rs, however, the throughput ceiling of the
proposed scheme under imperfect conditions is slightly lower
than the sum of Rp and Rs. For example, with Rp = 1.5 and
Rs = 0.5, the system throughput ceiling is around 1.95 at
40 dB transmit SNR, which is quite close to the sum of
Rs and Rp. This is because, in the high SNR regime, the suc-
cessful transmission probability, i.e., 1 − Pout becomes con-
stant, independent of the value of SNR due to error floor in
Pout . Therefore, the system throughput depends only on Rp
and Rs and becomes a constant close to the value of Rs + Rp.
Moreover, it may be observed that the system throughput
saturates at successively larger values of transmit SNR for

FIGURE 5. System throughput versus power allocation coefficients;
σh = 0.005; ξ = 0.01; Rs = 0.5; and δ = 30 dB.

larger values of Rs+Rp. For example, the system throughput
saturates at 20 dB for Rp = 0.5 and Rs = 0.5, at 25 dB
for Rp = 1 and Rs = 0.5, and at 30 dB for Rp = 1.5
and Rs = 0.5. The reason is that, for a fixed value of Rs,
as the value of Rp increases the detection threshold at R and
Dp increases, which in turn increases the outage probability,
and therefore, more transmit power is required to decrease the
outage probability. Further, it may be noted that the system
throughput of the proposed AFCO-NOMA scheme performs
better than the one proposed in [25].

The system throughput as a function of the power alloca-
tion coefficient for different target data rates at DP is shown
in Fig. 5. It may be noted that the proposed model provides
better system throughput as compared to that in [25] under
imperfect CSI and SIC. Further, it may be observed that
the system throughput becomes maximum at a1

a2
≈

γth,xp
γth,xs

,
which verifies our analytical results in Section III.C. For
example, the system throughput reaches maximum at a1 =
0.5 for Rp = 0.5 and Rs = 0.5, at a1 = 0.75 for
Rp = 1 and Rs = 0.5, and at a1 = 0.86 for Rp = 1.5
and Rs = 0.5.

In order to illustrate the impact of CEEs on the outage per-
formance of AFCO-NOMA system, the outage probability of
xp and xs as a function of σ 2

h keeping the transmit SNR as a
parameter is shown Fig. 6. It may be seen that as the variance
of CEE increases the outage performance of both xp and xs
decreases for each value of the transmit SNR. This is because
the CEEs act as a source of interference. Further, it may be
noted that the impact of CEE is more severe in the outage
performance of xp than xs. This is because the decoding of xp
atDP depends on the estimation of three channels, i.e.P−DP,
R − DP, and S − DP, whereas, the outage probability of xs
depends only on the estimation of two channels, i.e. R−DS ,
and S − DS .
Fig. 7 shows the outage probabilities of xp and xs as a

function of the threshold SNR, γth, for different values of σ 2
h

and ξ . It may be noted that by increasing the value of γth,
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FIGURE 6. Outage probability versus CEE for xp and xs; a1 = 0.7.

FIGURE 7. Outage probability versus threshold SNR, γth,xp = γth,xs = γth;
and a1 = 0.7.

i.e., by decreasing the sensitivity of the relay and destinations,
the outage probability of both xp and xs increases. Further,
it may be noted that as the detection threshold atDP increases,
the outage probability of xp in [25] increases rapidly in
comparison with our proposed model. This is because the
interference created by xs while decoding xp at DP is high
in [25] in comparison with our proposed model.

In Fig. 8, the simulated results for the outage probabilities
of xp and xs are comparedwhenAF or DF relay is used. It may
be observed that the proposed scheme has much better outage
performance when the AF relay as compared to the case
when the DF relay is used for both the xp and xs. Evidently,
in general, cooperative relay systems with DF relay leads to
lesser diversity order in comparison with AF relay. This is
because in systems with DF relay, the relay must decode,
re-encode and forward the messages received from source
which limits the overall performance of the system. This
condition does not exist for CRS with AF relays

FIGURE 8. Outage probability vs transmit SNR comparison between AF
and DF relays for the proposed system, γth,xp = γth,xs = 1; and a1 = 0.7.

FIGURE 9. Outage probability vs transmit SNR comparison between
AFCO-NOMA network and OMA-based cooperative overlay system,
γth,xp = γth,xs = 1; and a1 = 0.7.

Fig. 9 shows analytical results of the outage probability
versus transmit SNR for the proposed scheme and compared
it with that of the OMA-based cooperative overlay system.
It can be observed that the proposed AFCO-NOMA sys-
tem achieves lower outage probability than the OMA-based
cooperative overlay scheme for both xp and xs and under
perfect and imperfect CSI. This happens because both the
primary and secondary networks share the spectrum simul-
taneously with the help of NOMA concept, which improves
the spectrum efficiency.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the outage performance of an AFCO-NOMA
system is analyzed. The approximate closed-form expres-
sions for the outage probabilities of both the primary and
secondary symbols are derived under the imperfect CSI
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and SIC conditions at the relay and destination. Asymptotic
expressions for the outage probabilities at high SNR are
also derived. The paper also analyzed the effect of vari-
ous parameters on the outage performance of the proposed
AFCO-NOMA system. The derived analytical expressions
were validated through the Monte Carlo simulations. It is
shown that the outage performance of both the primary and
secondary systems improved significantly by using the sec-
ondary relay when the direct link between source and desti-
nation is weak. Moreover, the proper selection of the power
allocation factors at the relay and the secondary source can
guarantee improved outage performance for the primary user
and better system throughput of the proposed model. Further,
the outage probability of OMA-based cooperative overlay
system is derived for comparison. In this paper, it is demon-
strated that the performance of the proposed AFCO-NOMA
system is better than that of the OMA-based cooperative
overlay system and the recently proposed scheme in [25].

APPENDIX A
Proof: From (7) outage probability for symbol xp is

given by

Poutxp = Pr(γ 2
DP,xp ≤ γth,xp )

= Pr(M + N ≤ γth,xp ), (26)

where γth,xp , γth,xp = 22Rp − 1, is the detection threshold for

xp; M =
δp|ĥPDP |

2

δpσPDP+1
; and N =

δpG2
|ĥPR|2|ĥRDP |

2

G2|ĥRDP |
2+a2δs|ĥSDP |

2+a2δsσ 2SDP+1
.

The CDF ofM is given by

FM (m) = 1− exp
(
−
m(δpσPDP + 1)

δp8PDP

)
. (27)

Using the approximation, exp−x = 1 − x when x → 0, (27)
is simplified to FM (m) ≈

m(δpσPDP+1)
δp8PDP

and, the PDF of M is
given by

fM (m) ≈ (FM (m))′ ≈
δpσPDP + 1
δp8PDP

, (28)

where, (.)′ denotes the differentiation of the function.
The CDF of N can be derived as in [9, eq(7)], and using

the approximation exp−x = 1− x when x → 0, we get

F∞N (n) ≈
n

a18RDP + a2n8SDP

[
a28SDP +

(
1
δs

+
a18RDP

δp8PR

)(
a2δsσSDP + 1

)]
. (29)

Now, from (26), we can write

Pout(∞)
xp = Pr

(
M + N ≤ γth,xp

)
= Pr

(
N ≤ γth,xp −M

)
=

∫ γth,xp

0

γth,xp − m

a18RDP + a2(γth,xp − m)8SDP

×

[
a28SDP +

(
1
δs
+
a18RDP

δp8PR

)(
a2δsσSDP + 1

)]
×

(
δpσPDP + 1
δp8PDP

)
dm. (30)

After solving the integral and performing somemanipulation,
we get (12), and the proof is completed.

APPENDIX B
Proof: From (13), the expression of P2 is represented

as

P2 = Pr(γ 2
DS ,xs > γth,xs ). (31)

Substituting the value of γ 2
DS ,xs from (11) into (31), we have

P2 = Pr
(

a2δs|ĥSDS |
2

a1ξDS δs|ĥRDS |2 + a2δsσ
2
SDS + 1

> γth,xs

)
. (32)

Now, from the law of probability, P2 can be derived as

P2 =
∫
∞

0
f
|ĥRDS |

2 (y)

×

∫
∞

γth,xs
a2

(
a1ξDS y+a2σ

2
SDS
+

1
δs

) f|ĥSDS |2 (x)dxdy
=

∫
∞

0

1
8RDS

exp
(
−

y
8RDS

)
×

∫
∞

γth,xs
a2

(
a1ξDS y+a2σ

2
SDS
+

1
δs

) 1
8SDS

× exp
(
−

x
8SDS

)
dxdy

=

∫
∞

0

1
8RDS

exp
(
−

y
8RDS

)
×

[
exp

(
−

γth,xs

a28SDS

(
a1ξDS y+ a2σ

2
SDS +

1
δs

))]
dy.

(33)

After evaluating the integration, we get

P2 =
a28SDS

a28SDS + a1ξDSγth,xs8RDS

× exp

(
−
γth,xs (a2δsσ

2
SDS + 1)

a2δs8SDS

)
, (34)

and the proof is completed.

APPENDIX C
Proof: From (21), the expression of ST is represented

as

ST = (1− Poutxp )Rp + (1− Poutxs )Rs. (35)

Substituting the value of Poutxp from (18) and Poutxs from (19)
into (35), we have

ST =

[
1−

{(
a2σ 2

SDP

a18RDP
+
σ 2
SDP

8PR

)}{
γ 2
th,xpσ

2
PDP

28PDP

}]
Rp

+

1−
γth,xs

(
a1ξDS8RDS + a2σ

2
SDS

)
a28SDS + a1ξDSγth,xs8RDS


Rs. (36)
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(36) can be rewritten as

ST =

[
1−

{(
σ 2
SDP

a8RDP
+
σ 2
SDP

8PR

)}{
γ 2
th,xpσ

2
PDP

28PDP

}]

Rp +

1−
γth,xs

(
aξDS8RDS + σ

2
SDS

)
8SDS + aξDSγth,xs8RDS


Rs, (37)

where a = a1/a2. Now, to determine optimal power
allocation coefficients to maximize the system throughput,
we have to differentiate (37) w.r.t. a and equate the expres-
sion to 0. After solving differentiation and performing some
manipulation, we get

dST
da
= −

{
γ 2
th,xpσ

2
PDPσ

2
SDPRp

2a28PDP

}

+

{
γ 2
th,xsξDS8RDSRsσ

2
SDS

82
SDS

}
. (38)

Now equating (38) to 0 and solving the expression we finally
get

a =

√√√√ σ 2
PDPσ

2
SDPRp8

2
SDS

28PDPξDS8RDSRsσ
2
SDS

×
γth,xp

γth,xs
. (39)

After performing some manipulation, we get the opti-
mal power allocation coefficients to maximize the system
throughput as

a1
a2
≈
γth,xp

γth,xs
. (40)

and the proof is completed.
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